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God's Law is Freedom: Man's Law is Enslavement.  Such simplicity has been the content of Divine 
Awareness of all Spiritual Men and Women since the beginning of time.

Look at your lives, its quality, its potential.  Is it based on the Spirit of Truth, Love, Oneness, God's 
Law, or is it directed by unseen divisive forces of evil based in opposition, struggle and conflict?

Yes, the energies which rule your consciousness are that shockingly simple and obvious, for Truth 
is always self-evident. It requires no study, no belief, no imagination to make itself known:  IT IS!!

Each of you are co-creators of you life.  Your life manifests itself by consent -- YOUR CONSENT.  
But to whom do you give such consent?  Is it to Godly Truth, or to Satanic Illusion.

God's Law, Infinite Intelligence is access by unbounded non-dualistic Awareness.

Satanic Illusion is accessed by dualistic Intellect.

God's Law Trumps Man's Law!  

Even the Satanic Courts of America will acknowledge that immutable Truth.

My question of each of you reading this is: Why would you, or anyone else for that matter chose to 
live in the thrall of slavery and conflict of man's dualistic law when the natural state of being, that of 
living in God's nondualistic Law is Freedom, Sovereignty and non-conflict?

The problems of today's society are traced directly to the state of consciousness possessed by 
civilized men who "have chosen" to follow man's law for the sake of personal power.  They have 
been seduced by unseen Satanic (opposing) forces who control their lives through never-ending 
reinforced, remote mind control.  They have been blinded to their rightful estate of Truth which is 
evident all around them, and thus, have been trained to rely upon remote programming for an un-
wholistic (unholy) compensatory feeling of security.  That is the quantum step which has caused 
man to relinquish his God-given Sovereignty and accept the chains of Slavery which has bound 
him to a Hell of his own making.

The NEW WORLD ORDER is a SATANIC ILLUSION.  It is illusion because it requires YOUR 
CONSENT to exist.  After all, you ARE THE CO-CREATOR of your life.  Through your consent you 
create the life you lead, either knowingly or unknowingly.  Have you not noticed Satan's world is full 
of STUPID PEOPLE?

The antidote to the poison of the NEW WORLD ORDER requires a simple act of introspection.  Do 
you want to be Free or do you love your slavery?  Which have you personally CONSENTED to?

If you feel you have consented to slavery, and acknowledge that you have made a mistake, you, as 
cocreator of your lives can change anytime you want, but YOU MUST DO IT.  No one can do it for 
you. What you have consented to, you can NOW remove such consent.  No one is damned 
eternally without their unwitting consent -  NO ONE!



Know who you are!  Know what you want!  Then set into motion the True Estate of God's Law which 
no man's law and its courts can compete with.

How do you do that?  You withdraw your consent from all government's contracts entered into 
without full disclosure having been made at the time the contract was entered.  It is that unholy 
contract which has reduced you to spiritual and physical slaves, human resources, collateral 
commercial instruments bought and sold on the world market.  

You assert your Sovereignty.  You walk away from the relationship you have experienced with the 
Satanic government.  You withdraw your support, financial and psychological.  You BOYCOTT, 
BOYCOTT, BOYCOTT your  previous slavemasters and through your personal lack of refueling the 
Satanic machine of Government, it inevitably runs out of gas and grinds to a halt.  Yes, it IS as 
simple as that.  It is the Spiritual act of RESIST NOT EVIL.  It doesn't take an ounce of your energy to 
accomplish this monumental change in your life.  JUST WITHDRAW!

Each of you reading this has the power to do so.  I have done it in my lifetime.  You can do it in 
yours.  Ultimately, the choice is yours.

Will it be SOVEREIGNTY or will it be SLAVERY?


